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George Kress Family Foundation matching up to $100,000 in donations to Wisconsin Humane Society

GREEN BAY & DOOR COUNTY - The George Kress Family Foundation has generously offered to match every single dollar donated to the Wisconsin Humane Society’s (WHS) Green Bay or Door County Campuses in August with one of their own — up to $100,000!

“This opportunity couldn’t have come at a better time,” said Lori Nachtwey, marketing coordinator at the WHS Green Bay Campus. “Right now, the shelters are bursting at the seams with cats and dogs, as intake always spikes in the warmer months.”

On an average day, WHS typically cares for 900 animals who require varying degrees of treatment, from simple vaccinations to lifesaving surgery. As WHS doesn’t receive general government funding and is not part of a national umbrella group, the local nonprofit depends the generosity of the community to save thousands of animals every year.

“We couldn’t be more grateful to our friends at the George Kress Family Foundation. We know their leadership will inspire others and this gift will make an enormous impact for animals in our community,” said Kellie Delveaux, philanthropic advisor at the Door and Green Bay Campuses.

Five times in a row, WHS has been awarded 4 out of 4 stars by Charity Navigator the nation’s leading charity watchdog group. The rating is based on financial health, accountability, and transparency.

If you’d like to make a gift and double your impact for animals in need, simply go to www.wihumane.org/2018match or call (920) 469-3110 in Green Bay or (920) 746-1111, ext. 224 in Door County.
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About the Wisconsin Humane Society

The Wisconsin Humane Society (WHS) is the oldest and largest shelter in Wisconsin. It was founded in 1879 and operates shelters in Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Brown, Door and Racine Counties, as well as a spay/neuter clinic in West Allis. The organization offers adoption services, educational programming, veterinary resources for animals from low-income households, retail stores, volunteer programs and dog training classes. The Milwaukee shelter also houses the state's largest Wildlife Rehabilitation Center. WHS is an independent nonprofit and receives no general government funding.
funding and is not part of any national umbrella group. For more information, please call (414) 264-6257 or visit wihumane.org.